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Acting Headteacher's Message

Thank you to all those who joined our Celebration Assembly. It was so lovely to see all the children’s
smiling faces and celebrate the wonderful learning that is taking place in school and at home.
We are heading in to our third week of remote learning and I think we are all finding our feet! It is so
important that we stay connected through our zoom lessons and communication on Class Dojo. As I said
in our celebration assembly, the quality of the work this week has been incredible. We can only mark and
feedback on the work that we see so please try to upload your child’s learning on a daily basis.
I hope you all have a happy and restful weekend and although virtually, I look forward to seeing all the
children next week.

Dates for your
Diary
Friday 22nd January
Home Learning Packs for
Acorns, Seedlings and
Saplings ready for collection

The Acorns

The Acorns has been working really hard this week. We have been learning about
signs of winter and what animals do during this season. The children really enjoyed
the story, "The Boy and the Bear' and created their paper boats with messages on!
We are continuing to enjoy rhyming stories and poems and following the story
'Fox's Socks' the children drew their favourite part of the story! Well done
for remembering to send me all your beautiful work!

The Seedlings

The Saplings

Well, it has been a different first week to what I had imagined,
but it has been amazing to see the children of Saplings class
rolling their sleeves up and putting lots of effort into their
learning. Our daily Zoom meetings have been filled with joy
and I look forward to them every day. This week we have
done lots of different learning via Zoom, including
researching Roman place names, using arrays to help us with
our times tables and learning about word classes. Keep up the
good work everyone!

The Oaks

WOW what a lot of work my
Seedlings have done at home this
week. We have been busy with
continents, oceans and Pudding
Lane in Geography and History.
The children have tried so hard
with their white rose maths
lessons . In our morning zoom
class, we have been busy writing
beautiful descriptions using
AMAZING adjectives and
adverbs. Good work team!

To all the Oaks, wherever you are, what a fantastic week we've had. The snowy weather really
complimented our work in English as we have been studying all types of wintery weather through
poetry. Now we can all spot personification, metaphor, simile , alliteration and some of us can
even spell onomatopoeia. Hopefully memories of those snowy walks will help inspire some
fantastic poetry writing on Friday. In maths, the intricacies of charts, tables and line graphs have
revealed themselves to us and our Science work has focused on different methods of generating
electricity. I have thoroughly enjoyed seeing all of your work posted on class dojo and meeting
some of your pets on zoom. Keep up the good work.

Yesterday we officially declared a SNOW DAY...

